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CRP like the

WORLD is

watching

you."

~Elizabeth

Vosseller 

Once again, our community was able to come together and celebrate spellers! The

overwhelming emotions, and powerful connections were palpable. The

presentations, panels, parents, and professionals all welcomed spellers and their

families at different places in their journey. It truly was magical!

A huge shout out to all nonspeakers! Your presentations, panel discussions, songs,

poems, and participation made Motormorphosis truly special. You are the

EXPERTS thank you for sharing your expertise and lived experiences. You are

creating CHANGE!

We want to thank all of you!

A Magical Motormorphosis 2022
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Parents, it's

not your

fault." 

~Eric Garcia 
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Historically,

housing has

been prioritized

around the

readiness of the

person. We

need to SHIFT

this to housing

first, then teach

the skills." 

~Donna

Budway

~Sarah Ackerman

A DAWNING INSPIRATION
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SARAH ACKERMAN IS AN AUTISTIC WOMAN. FOR MOST OF HER LIFE, SHE

WAS UNABLE TO COMMUNICATE. THEN IN 2017, SHE LEARNED THE

SPELLING TO COMMUNICATE METHOD AT INSIDE VOICE IN SPRINGFIELD,

PA. SINCE THEN, SHE HAS FOUND HER VOICE THROUGH HER STORIES.

SHE HAS A PASSION FOR BOOKS AND BEING IMMERSED IN DISCUSSIONS.

MANY OF HER PROJECTS CENTER AROUND EMPOWERING AUTISTICS AND

WOMEN. SARAH IS AN ADVOCATE FOR HER FELLOW NONSPEAKERS AS A

MEMBER OF THE I-ASC’s SPELLERS AND ALLIES ADVOCACY NETWORK AS

WELL AS SEEN (Spellers Empowering Education for Nonspeakers).

I wanted to write this blog post to give some added depth to my story “A

Hard Tomorrow.” It was not planned at all. The idea came to me during a

lesson a handful of years ago. I was learning about Spider-Man and had a

moment of inspiration.

What if I created a tale about someone who knew someone who inherited

powers and never realized it? That was the beginnings of Natasha and

Holly’s story. It was meant to reflect the dynamic between us and our

hidden abilities. We all possess something special within us. Sometimes

we need a Natasha to bring it out of us.

This story was a piece of me that I wanted to share with you all. I think all

of us desire to be Natasha too. We all wish to see the untapped potential in

someone else.

Way back when I first started spelling there were several people who saw

that same potential in me. I am forever grateful to them. Now it is me that

gets to see what untapped potential is out there. I get to find my own

Holly. You can do that too. You can change a life by believing in someone.
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Train teachers

to be high

expectations

teachers." 

~Hari

Srinivasan

Katlyn Billue, S2C Practitioner

ZIPPER - MOTOR HACK

I-ASC Leader and S2C Practitioner Katlyn, provides a helpful motor hack

for tough to open jars and lids. 

Spellers and all individuals with apraxia and sensory-movement

differences often prefer instructions for the completion of motor actions

broken down into smaller steps. These step-by-step motor tasks are

ideally practiced frequently until the steps collectively become

“automatic” and require little to no planning before execution, which of

course can be problematic. 

One way of adapting a motor task is by modifying the task with some

simple innovation – or a hack – making the execution of the action

easier. Our favourite type of hack is a tool or a prompt with VAKT (visual,

auditory, kinesthetic or tactile) properties that can be implemented as a

standalone action or within a chain of steps, and result in an effective

modification to the execution of a motor task.

When clever dyspraxic bodies discover some of these motor hacks, it is

like they are discovering GOLD! With this in mind, for our newest

resource, I-ASC will be sharing favourite motor hacks developed by

spellers and practitioners, giving these mighty hacks the MOTORIETY

they deserve!

Don't miss any of I-ASC Motoriety Motor Hacks 



Create a safe

BRAVE space."

~Sarah

Hernandez
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Please join Elizabeth

Vosseller as she

discusses our goal of

advancing

communication access

for nonspeaking

individuals globally

through training,

education, advocacy,

and research.  

UPCOMING EVENTS

Save the Date Now!

November 5th, 2022

S2C Practitioner 
Training Information Sessions 

Friday, August 12th at 1 pm

Monday, August 15th at 8 pm 


